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Beware - this post contains a few spoilers for Season 4 of the Vikings. I've been thinking a lot about bears lately. This is partly due to the theatrical release of the Jungle Book live (Look for Essentials), as well as Neil Gaiman's ongoing project The Odd and Frosty Giants (2008), in which Thor turns into a bear. I heard there's a bear in the
2015 movie Revenant, but to be honest, I have no desire to see it. Since I moved to Colorado, I've seen at least seven bears, including a mother bear and her two cubs near the aptly named Bear Lake in Rocky Mountain National Park. But more recently, an episode of the Viking Channel story brought a human/bear attitude to my attention
once again. What I've seen in Season 4 (I'm a little behind) has been great so far. I enjoyed watching Floki's plot cause that his alleged ancestor Loki in a significant way, and the show touched on the art of illuminated manuscripts. Poor Rollo goes out of his way to please his French wife. Travis Fimmel's Ragnar continues to be
mesmerizing. I was particularly interested in the storyline of Bjorn Ironside, Ragnar's eldest son, who decided to spend a harsh winter in the desert in an attempt to prove himself to his father. In the third episode of Season 4, Bjorn discovers that something is breaking the traps he has set. Culprit? Bear. When Michael Hurst, the show's
creator, asked others in the studio: I need a test for Bjorn. I want to send him to the desert. What tests could he have in the Scandinavian desert? (Diversity), I'm not surprised that meeting a bear was the answer, but I must admit my disappointment with the way they understood this encounter, especially in light of the role of bears in
Scandinavian literature and mythology. Bjorn (Alexander Ludwig) will face the Bear in Season 4, episode 3 of the Vikings. Photo When Bjorn first realizes that the bear was stealing from his traps, he tracks him to his lair only to find him waiting for him on a snow-covered plain. The bear does not charge, however; rather, he stands and
growls menacingly, but then turns and then departs in the opposite direction. My first thought when I saw this scene was to expect Bjorn to follow the animal. After all, his name translates as a bear in an old Scandinavian. Perhaps the bear was his spirit of animals. In addition, Ragnar's enemies, upon learning of Bjorn's isolation, hired a
berserker to hunt him down and kill him. I was hoping for a good comment on human/animal binary, especially considering that the berserker is old Scandinavian for a bear shirt - literally, the one who gains the power of a bear by wearing bear skin. Later in the episode, Bjorn discovers a flask of alcohol and conducts drunken howie on the
Northern Lights. The next morning he is awakened not by a bitter cold, but by a bear. Again the bear turns and leaves Bjorn without charge. Bjorn shouldn't. But the next time Bjorn encounters a bear, he does it fully armed, and they participate in the battle. After the death of the bear Bjorn skins the bear and treats the wound he received
from the beast. Later, we see Bjorn coming out from under the ice in a scene resembling baptism. On the one hand, the death of the bear will provide Bjorn warm (bear skin), food and much-needed confidence, but on the other hand, this episode, at least for me, marked how different Bjorn is from his father. Ragnar is very in tune with the
spiritual, in fact, the same episode shows Ragnar communicating with a lost friend, and when Bjorn kills a bear, the camera cuts Ragnar, who hears Bjorn's cry of victory as a crow-one of Odin's totem animals flying overhead (and there have been several other moments in the series, from the very first episode even where Ragnar is
connected to Actually, Shortly before Bjorn last meets the bear, Ragnar told the story of Herbarshl to his younger sons. but given the great frame of the Bjorn/Bear encounter, I can't help but wonder if Thor/One Dynamic is a comment on the Bjorn/Ragnar relationship as well. Although bears don't often appear in the mid-English novels I
usually work with, they appear in old English and Scandinavian. Beowulf's titular character, for example, has linguistic connections with bears through his name (Bee and Wolf). Gretir, in the Grettis Asmundarsonar saga, spends most of his time fighting other criminals and a random troll, but will also mark a few bears. But there is a saga
about King Hrolf Kraki. Even before Bodvar Bjarki shows up, The Son of the Bear's motif appears when the queen Hwit, after the unfortunate suggestion of the king's son aptly named Bjorn, curses Bjorn to live the days of his life as a bear: Then she struck him with her wolf-skin gloves, telling him to become a cave bear, gloomy and wild:
You won't eat food other than your own father's cattle, and, in feeding yourself, and, in feeding yourself, you'll kill yourself. You will never be relieved of the spell, and your awareness of this shame will be more terrible to you than no memory at all. (Chapter 19 of Jesse Bull's translation) Lera, his sweetheart, follows him and live together for
some time, even having children together (one of whom is Bodwar Bjarki, whose name means Military Little Bear). Like Merida in Disney/Pixar's Brave, Lera recognizes humanity in Bjorn's eyes. When Bodvar grows up, he searches for Arrell Kraki at court and gets a lot of fame. His connection with bears is more subtle than that of his
father, as shown on the scene of the battle: then Hjorvard and his men see a huge bear, and before the people of King Khrolf, always closest to the place where the king was. He kills more people with his paw than any five other king champions. Strikes and missiles look away from him. But he bursts beneath him both the men and the
horses of King Hjorvard's army; and everything that comes in his way, he crushes his teeth, so that the panic sweeps the army of King Hjorvard's. (Chapter 50 of Peter Tanstall's translation) Bodvar's companion, Hjalty, wonders where Bodwar is, and leaves the battle to find him. When he found Bodvar sitting motionless in a trance in the
king's room, Hjalty rebukes him, but alas, the spell was broken. Bodvar was present at the battle - he sent his spirit into a ferocious bear, but now the tide will turn and Bodvar, the king, and their noble comrades will fall. The fourth episode of Vikings (the last episode I saw) did nothing more with Bjorn's attitude to the bear. He defeats
berserker, ambassador to kill him, and returns to his father's house (though now with a companion), but I have not seen any evidence of change in it. For other purposes, see Berserker (disambigation) and Berserk (disambigation). Old Scandinavian warriors battle a furious Woodcote image of one of the Vendel-era Torslund plates found
in the Aland Islands, Sweden. It probably depicts the mad god of Cinna followed by Berserker. In the Old Ormas written corps, the berserkers were the ones who are said to have fought in a trance-like rage, a characteristic that later spawned the modern English word berserk (meaning violently violent or out of control). Berserkers have
drilled to in numerous old-fashioned sources. The etymology of the Old Scandinavian form of the word was berserkkr (multiple berserkir). Most likely, this means a bear shirt (compare the middle-English word serk meaning shirt), someone who wears a coat made of bear skin. The 13th-century historian Snorry Sturluson interpreted this
meaning as a naked shirt, meaning the warriors went into battle without armor, but this view was largely abandoned. Early beginnings by some authors suggest that the tradition of northern warriors originated from hunting magic. Three main animal cults appeared: bear, wolf and wild boar. The bas-relief carving on Trajan's column in
Rome depicts scenes of the conquest of Trajan Dacia in 101-106 AD. Scenes show his Roman soldiers auxiliary and allies from the border areas of Rome, including tribal warriors on both sides of the Rhine. There are warriors depicted as barefoot, bare-chested, with weapons and helmets that are associated with the Germani. Scene 36
on the column shows some of these warriors standing together, with some wearing bearish and some wearing wolfhoods. Nowhere in history do German bear warriors and wolves battle together, recorded before 872 AD with the description of the Battle of Hafsfjord, Thurbjorn Hornclofi, when they fought together for King Harald Fairmeir
of Norway. In the spring of 1870, four cast bronze figures, Torslunda plates, were found by Erik Gustav Pettersson and Anders Petter Nilsson in a cairn on the grounds of Bjornhoved Farm No. 5 in toerslunda, Aland, Sweden. The two relevant images are shown below, along with two related woodcuts taken two years later, in 1872.
Torslunda Helmet: Odin berserker to Torslunda helmet: two soldiers with wild boars on their helmets 9 Woodcut image from 1872 9 Woodcut picture from 1872 9 Berserkers - bear soldiers Suggested by some authors that the berserkers drew their power from the bear and were devoted to the bear cult, which was once widespread across
the hemisphere. The Berserkers maintained their religious rites despite their fighting prowess, as the Swarfdale saga recounts a challenge to one fight that was postponed by the berserker until three days after Yule. The bodies of the deceased berserkers were laid out in bear skins before their funeral rites. The symbolism of the bear
warrior has survived to this day in the form of bear hats worn by the guards of the Danish monarchs. In battle, the berserkers were prone to bouts of madness. They howed like wild beasts, sung in their mouths, and gnawed at the iron edge of their shields. According to the belief, during these seizures they were immune to steel and fire,
and made a great mess in the ranks of the enemy. When the fever subsided, they were weak and tame. Accounts can be found in the sagas. (needed source of a better source) To go crazy was hamask, which translates as a change of shape, in this case, as with a sense of enter a state of wild rage. Some scientists have interpreted
those who could turn into a berserker, usually as a hamrammr or shapestrong - literally in a shapeshift-shaped bear shapeshift. For example, a group of men who go with Scullgrim in the Aegil Saga to see King Harald about the murder of his brother Thorolph is described as the hardest of men, with a touch of supernatural about a number
of them... they were built and shaped more like trolls than human beings. Sometimes this is interpreted as a group of men who are hamrammr, although there is no serious consensus. Another example of hamrammr is the Hrelf saga One of the tales tells the story of Bedwar Bjarki, a berserker who is able to turn into a bear and uses this
ability to fight for King Arrell Kraki. The men saw that the great bear went before the people of King Khrolf, keeping always beside the king. He killed more people with his front paws than any five king champions. Alfhanar - wolf warriors, wolf warriors appear among the legends of Indo-European, Turks, Mongols and Indian culture. The
German wolf warriors left their mark through the shields and standards that were captured by the Romans and exhibited in the Armilustryum in Rome. Raging warriors dressed in wolf skins were called Lfhenar (wolf wool; singular Lfhe'inn), another term associated with berserkers mentioned in the Watnsdal, Haraldskwi and Vylsung saga.
They are said to have worn wolf skin when they entered the fray. Alfhanar is sometimes called Odin's special warriors: The people of Odin did without their postal vests and were crazy, like hounds or wolves, biting their shields... they killed people, but neither fire nor iron had any effect on them. It's called go berserk. In addition, the press
at the helm of Torslunda depicts odin's scene with a berserker with a wolf's skin and a spear as distinctive features: A wolf, a cot-eyed warrior with a distinctly one-eyed dancer in a bird's horn of the steering wheel, which is usually interpreted as showing a scene pointing to the connection between the berserngg... and God One. Svinfylking
- boar warriors in Norse mythology, wild boar was an animal sacred to Vanir. The mighty god Freir owned the Gullinburst wild boar, and the goddess Freya owned Hildiswani (a fighting pig), and these boars are depicted in Swedish and Anglo-Saxon ceremonial objects. Boar warriors fought at the head of a militant group known as
Swingilling (boar's head), which was wedge-shaped, and their two champions formed wounds (snout). They were described as masters of disguise, and escape with a deep knowledge of the landscape. Like berserker and ulfheadnar, svinfylking boar warriors used the power of their animal, the boar, as the basis of their martial arts. Many
previous sagas have portrayed berserkers as bodyguards, elite soldiers and champions of kings. This image will change over time, and the sagas will begin to describe berserkers, not heroes, and as predatory people who rob, rob and kill indiscriminately. In the Berserker saga, up to four different types can be narrowed. Berserkre King,
Berserk, Hulmgangumaar and Viking Berserkr. Later, by Christian translators, berserker was regarded as the pagan devil. The earliest surviving reference to the term berserker is in Haraldskwy, a rocky poem written by Terbirn Hornclofi in the late 9th century in honor of King Harald Fairreir as ulfhanar (men dressed in wolf skins). This
translation from the Haraldsquay saga describes Harald's berserks: I will ask the berserks, you blood tasters, these fearless heroes, how are they treated, those who wade into battle? Wolf skins are called. In battle, they carry blood shields. Red with the blood of their spears when they come to fight. They form a closed group. Prince in his
wisdom trusts such people who break into enemy shields. It is believed that the blood tasters in this passage are crows that feasted on the dead. The Icelandic historian and poet Snorry Sturluson (1179-1241) wrote the following description of the Berserkers in his Ingling saga: his (One) men rushed forward without armor, were as mad as
dogs or wolves, bit their shields, and were as strong as bears or wild bulls, and killed people from the impact, but no fire, no iron, no iron. It was called Berserkergangang. King Harald Fairhayr's use of berserkers as shock troops expanded his sphere of influence. (quote necessary) Other Scandinavian kings used berserkers as part of their
army of employees and sometimes assigned them to the royal bodyguard. It is possible that some of these warriors have only accepted the organization or rituals of the Muennerbund Berserk, or used this name as a deterrent or a claim of their cruelty. Particular attention was paid to the frenzied nature of berserkers, hence the modern
meaning of the word berserk. However, sources describe a number of other characteristics that have been ignored or neglected by modern commentators. Snorry's claim that neither fire nor iron tells them is repeated over and over again. Sources often say that neither weapons nor fire have affected berserk, although they have not been
immune to clubs or other blunt tools. For example: These people asked Halfdan to attack Hardbeen and his human man champions; and he not only promised to fight, but also guaranteed victory in the most confident words. When Hardbin heard this, the demonic madness suddenly took him; he furiously bit and devoured the edges of his
shield; he continued to swallow down the fiery embers; he grabbed the live embers in his mouth, and let them pass down into his insides; he rushed through the dangers of crackling fires; and finally, as he raved through all sorts of madness, he turned his sword with a raging hand against the hearts of six of his champions. It is doubtful
that this madness came from a thirst for battle or natural cruelty. Then with the rest of the group his champions he attacked Houghdan, who crushed him with a hammer of miraculous size, so that he lost both victory and life; paying a fine as Halfdan, whom he defied, and the kings, whose offspring he brutally ravished ... Similarly, the
champions of Khrlof Kraki refuse to retreat from fire or iron. Another frequent motif refers to berserks dulling their enemy's blades with spells or a glance from their evil eyes. This appears already in Beowulf, where it is characteristic, attributed to Grendel. And the fire is there and the immunity to the edges of the weapon resemble tricks in
the people attributed to the fakirs. A piece of rook from Lewis' chess player, pictured as a warrior biting his shield In 1015, Jarle Irekr Hakonarson of Norway banned berserkers. Groegas, the medieval Icelandic legal code, sentenced berserker warriors to a ban. By the 12th century, organized Berserker military gangs had disappeared.
Lewis Chess, found on the Isle of Lewis (Outer Hebrides, Scotland), but believed to be a Scandinavian-made, include berserks depicted biting their shields. Theories Scientist Hilda Ellis-Davidson draws a parallel between the Berserkers and the mention of the Byzantine Emperor Constantine VII (AD 905-959) in his book De cerimoniis
aulae byzantinae (Book of Ceremonies Byzantium Court) Gothic dance performed by members of his Varangian Guard (Norwegian warriors in the service of the Byzantine Empire) who took part in the wearing of the skins and the that this may have been due to the rites of the berserk. The rage experienced by berserker was called
Berserk Fit/Frenzy or The Berserk movement. This condition was described as follows: this rage, which was called berserkergangang, occurred not only in the heat of battle, but also during painstaking work. The people who were thus captured performed things that otherwise seemed impossible for human power. This condition is said to

have started with tremors, teeth chatter, and cold in the body, and then the face swollen and changed its color. This was due to a large hot head, which finally gave way to the great fury under which they howed like wild animals, bit the edge of their shields, and cut everything they met without discrimination between a friend or an enemy.
When this condition ceased, there was a great dullness of mind and weakness that could last one or several days. When Viking villages went to war in unison, berserkers often wore special clothing, such as wolf fur or bear, to show that the man was a berserker, and could not distinguish a friend from the enemy when in berserkergang.
Thus, other allies will know to keep their distance. Some scientists suggest that some examples of berserker rage were caused by voluntary drug use, such as Amanita muscaria mushrooms or a huge amount of alcohol. However, this much discussed and was thrown into question by the discovery of seeds belonging to the henbane
Hyoscyamus niger plant in the Tomb of the Vikings, which was discovered near Fyrkata, Denmark in 1977. The analysis of symptoms caused by Hyoscyamus niger, proved more suitable for symptoms attributed to berserker, much more closely than the symptoms caused by Amanita muscaria, which suggest that this was most likely what
was used to create their bellicose mood. Other explanations for berserker's madness that have been put forward include self-induced hysteria, epilepsy, mental illness or genetics. One theory of berserkers suggests that the physical manifestations of berserker, along with their rage, were a form of self-corrected hysteria. Started before the
battle through a ritual process, also known as effektnummer, which included actions such as shield biting and a animal howing. Jonathan Shay makes a clear connection between the fury of berserker soldiers and hyperacruzic post-traumatic stress disorder. In Achilles in Vietnam, he writes: If a soldier survives in a berserk state, he lends
emotional deadness and vulnerability to the explosive fury of his psychology and the constant hyperarsal of his physiology - signs of post-traumatic stress disorder in combat veterans. My clinical experience working with combat veterans in Vietnam encourages me to submit to the center of my most severe psychological and
psychophysiological injuries. It has been suggested that the behavior of the berserkers inspired the legend of the werewolf. In popular culture, Berserker is often used in many different forms of media as an archetype, such as video games; with some notable examples being Exile Way, TERA, 45 and MapleStory 2. Such games often have
berserker in the class system, where berserker is just one of many possible options. Characters featured in video games can also be attributed to the exchange of qualities associated with berserkers. One of the most famous examples is the infamous Kratos from the God of War franchise, which is often seen as ruthless and angry.
Although Kratos begins to change somewhat and becomes wiser and more tolerant, he can still use his rage and anger in an innate powerful degree without hesitation to destroy any or all enemies in his way if necessary to achieve his goals. Curiously, Kratos in Greek mythology is actually a physical manifestation and embodiment of the
power itself, a key characteristic of the Berserkers and Kratos himself. Doomguy, the protagonist of the DOOM franchise, shows extreme hostility and anger towards all demons and manifestations from hell, often shown to break demons on limbs from and showing zero hesitation in killing creatures of hell. In the game, a special power
supply can be found, appropriately named as Berserk Powerup, allowing users to deal with massively increased melee damage. In the reboot of the DOOM 2016 series, Berserk powered doomguy forces to use only melee combat, but also allows the fighter to kill any enemy with a single attack. Gears of War has an enemy known as
locusts. In the caste of locusts are unmanned aerial vehicles, and females are aptly called berserkers. They have extremely stiff skin, allowing seemingly endless resistance to bullets, all using their immense power to indiscriminately kill anything in their way, both human and locusts. In cases such as video games, berserkers can also be a
form of ascent; advanced form of continuation from one class to another, such as fighters advancing in warriors, and warriors advancing in berserkers. In other games, berserkers are even presented as a form of specialization, but not limited to the berserkers themselves. This can often require a certain level of skill in a related classroom
in order to use berserker-related abilities and talents. This is a remarkable mechanic in games that have a skill tree like the progression system. In Wesnoth, the berserker is a feature of the unit by which he will fight to victory or death while participating in close quarters. Often berserkers are also called barbarians because of similar
themes of strength, rage and general aesthetics. Although some disagree and point out certain differences and differences between them. In the television media In the anime, the bleach of the main character, Ichigo harbors an ominous spirit, an inner emptiness; being the embodiment of his aggression and bloodshed, he fights
relentlessly and mercilessly, and mocks Ichigo for not doing the same. Whenever he takes over his body he gives him great power, fights much more brutally than Ichigo is ready and obviously does not care about the goals of Ichigo. In Hellsing Ultimate, the characters Alucard and Father Alexander Anderson both fall straight into this
definition, although the latter tends to be only a little worse sometimes. Despite being quite calm around ordinary people and especially children, Anderson turns to full on berserker whenever he encounters vampires or some monstrous pagan as he likes to call them. In the television series Vikings (series 4, episode 3, Mercy), Berserker is
tasked with killing King Ragnar's son Bjorn Ironside. In the written media other examples of berserkers can also be found in the written media, with perhaps one of the most famous examples being the eponymous Berserk franchise. The series tells the story of the main character, Gutz, a mercenary born in the life of struggle and battle.
The series got praise and did well enough for a serial adaptation of the anime. In the works J. R. R. Tolkien: The Lord of the Rings: In the Battle of the Fields, King Theoden Rohan gets a narrative description: The Fairy he seemed to have, or the battle-rage his fathers ran like a new fire in his veins in The Hobbit, a character Beorn
described as a big, hairy man who could turn into a bear, and who struggles with her grizzly bear morphing, a particularly exemplary bear. She is known to use her severed hand as a weapon in the heat of battle. In a series of books by Rick Riordan, Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Halfborn's character is a berserker who has been
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